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Creative
Care
Package
A package of creative materials for you to enjoy!

Welcome to Creative Care Package, Volume 3!
A group of artists has created this packet of prompts for you to use to keep your creative juices
flowing during the pandemic. We recognize that this is a time of great uncertainty as the world
continues to struggle to deal with the Coronavirus. Just consider what people have been doing
while spending time isolated from others – they’ve watched movies and read books, they’ve
sought ways to keep busy, often engaging with the arts in an effort to fill their time. On a
personal level, many have looked inward, trying to find peace in the midst of unprecedented
unrest.
Wherever you are in dealing with the pandemic, we hope you’ll find inspiration in the pages
we’ve collected. Whatever your talent, we hope you can find an outlet for all that is within you.
Who knows, maybe you’ll create something wonderful in the process! At the very least,
hopefully your life will be richer for having gone through some of the pages. And maybe you
can share something you create with someone else who might need exactly what you have to
offer.
This project comes from Ohio Prison Arts Connection (OPAC), a coalition of people who work
together to encourage and support arts access for people who are involved in the justice
system. Our goal is to help connect those on the inside and on the outside with their inner
artist, as well as helpful platforms to share their work. These packets are made available to each
ODRC institution in Ohio. In addition, they can be shared electronically with family members,
friends, teachers or others in related fields. Contact info@ohioprisonartsconnection.org or visit
www.ohioprisonartsconnection.org for more information.
Denise Shumway
Care Package Team Member
Thanks to those who have contributed!
Prison Arts Collective, California
Insight Garden Program, California
Ohio Progressive Asian Women's Leadership Writer's Circle
Art and Resistance Through Education (ARTE), New York
Rebecca Smithorn
Dances for Solidarity
Kari Gunter-Seymour, Ohio Poet Laureate
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HOW TO GO ON A SOUND WALK
You can go on a sound walk any time, any place. Sound is everywhere. To engage deeply with
sound is to engage deeply with life. Where there’s sound, there’s life.
A sound walk is simple. Walk and listen to everything. Or, if you prefer, sit and listen to
everything. If you stop listening (and we all do), start again. Repeat this until the sound walk is
over, bearing in mind that it doesn’t have to end at all.

Pro tips:
LIMIT YOUR VISUALS
Try keeping a soft focus - looking toward the ground or the sky or ceiling as you walk. If you
stop, close your eyes. Less looking (usually) means more hearing.
SHHHHH… (PT. 1)
Sound walks are about wordless sound. Avoid speaking as much as possible. You’ll probably
hear other people talking. See if you can listen to their voices, pitches, and timbres, more than
their words.
SHHHH… (PT. 2)
Even if you don’t talk during a sound walk, your chattery brain will. It will remind you that you
need to do something today and that you said something weird yesterday to someone
important. It will even trick you into thinking *about* sound instead of hearing sound.
Don’t fight it, but don’t engage with it. Try expanding the volume of your hearing rather than
diminishing the volume of the voice.
HEAR EVERYTHING
Every buzz, SCRATCH, um, beep, crinkle, zoom, hum, BARK, wheeze, HA, tick, tock, drip, drop,
BLIP,

blop, click, smack, slurp, plunk, ah-choo, drone, CHIRP, clang, glug, sigh, slam, squeak,

whoosh, ZING, creak, ah, bang, PLOP, whirr, GIGGLE, roar, crash, swoosh, cough, SNAP, zip,
rustle, crunch, meow, boom, ring, crackle, HUH, snap, boing, squawk, grunt, SCRATCH, scream,
cluck, clap, CLINK, jingle, tweet, thump, SNIFF, trickle, gulp, croak, pop, groan, CRACK, ka-ching,
thud.
Everything.
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SOME IDEAS TO GET YOU STARTED. SPEAK THEM TO YOURSELF IN A GENTLE INNER VOICE.
What is the softest sound you hear?
Listen to just one sound.
Listen to all the sounds at once.
Listen to the sounds you are making.
Choose a sound. Hum with it, tap with it, walk with it. Be brave.
Listen to the sounds on your left.
What is the loudest sound you hear?
Listen to the sounds in front of you.
What is the farthest sound you can hear?
What is the closest sound you can hear?
Listen to the sounds on your right.
Listen to the sounds behind you.
What is the most constant sound you hear?

Always remember:
Where there’s sound, there’s life.
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Writing Prompts Part 1:
1.

Short story: What would your ideal society look like? Write a sensory piece that
shows how things look, smell, taste, feel, sound.

2.

Journal: Theme LOVE - What sort of healing do you need? To love yourself
enough to spread it in waves throughout your community?

3.

Essay/Poem/Short story: What kind of world do we see now? What kind of
world do we imagine? One where there has been models of alternative means
to both define and handle violence ? What is that world?

4.

Essay: What would an AUTHENTIC July 4th/freedom celebration look like if ALL
of us were free?

5.

Letter: Write a letter from your future self to your current self - What would you
say to yourself during this time? What words of wisdom would you have?
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

this is Ai
Weiwei
Ai Weiwei is one of the most well-known contemporary
artists in the world. The Chinese activist and artist has
dedicated his life's work to unveiling forms of
oppression within the sociopolitical realm of China.
From creating large art pieces, to avidly using Twitter, Ai
Weiwei has been one of the most outspoken critics of
China's human rights record.

Connecting Human Rights
Throughout his art, Ai Weiwei frequently challenges the actions of the Chinese government. For instance,
the Chinese government has very strict laws about censorship in the country. Article of 19 of the UDHR
states: "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold
opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers." Using his art, Weiwei documents injustices in China and critiques the government.

Ten Fast Facts
1. Ai Weiwei was born in 1957 in Beijing, China.
2. Ai Weiwei's father was a poet and was very politically active as well.
3. In 1981, Ai Weiwei moved to the United States. He lived in New York City between the years of 19831993.
4. During his time in New York, Ai Weiwei discovered and was inspired by the work of Andy Warhol and
Marcel Duchamp.
5. Ai Weiwei has been arrested, detained, and put on house arrest by the Chinese government many
times.
6. The Chinese version of Twitter, Sina Weibo, has banned Ai Weiwei and heavily censors his name.
7. Lu Qing, Ai Weiwei's wife, is also an artist.
8. In 2012, the Human Rights Foundation awarded Ai Weiwei the Václav Havel Prize for Creative Dissent.
9. Ai Weiwei loves cats, it is said that he lives with over 40 of them in his Beijing home.
10. Ai Weiwei's work has been displayed in some of the most famous institutions worldwide like Mori
Art Museum, Tokyo; Tate Modern, London; Taipei Fine Art Museum; and MoMA, New York City.

sources: www.galleriacontinua.com, theguardian.com, publicdelivery.org, phillips.com,
artfund.org
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

Art Gallery
We offer this #GlobalArtivist
series as a resource for young
people to stay engaged,
activated, and inspired to
create during the pandemic
and during the uprising.
Please note that this resource
is offered free, but please keep
it as such. We are not profiting
off of it monetarily and please
support the artist whenever
possible and share knowledge
of this artist and honor their
legacy with others.

Ai Weiwei- Coca-Cola Vase, 2014

Ai Weiwei – Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn, 1995
(this urn he destroyed was said to have been 2,000 years old)
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

@Large, 2014

In 2014, Ai Weiwei took over infamous, former prison Alcatraz in San Francisco, California.
This installation in the prison was one that promoted and centered freedom. The
installation addresses human rights issues globally and throughout history. From cries for
Tibetan independence to the end of apartheid in South Africa, Ai Weiwei showcases
different pursuits of freedom.
A notable component of the show is Trace, the large Lego portraits of more than 175
prisoners of conscience past and present. A prisoner of conscience is a person who is
incarcerated for holding beliefs that differ from the government. Prisoners of conscience
included in the large Lego portraits are: Nelson Mandela (South African activist and former
President), Edward Snowden (whistleblower and freedom of press activist), Agnès
Uwimana Nkusi (Rwandan journalist), and Liu Xiaobo (incarcerated, Chinese writer, human
rights activist, and Nobel Laureate).
Alcatraz is a large tourist attraction in San Francisco. Through creating this installation in
a heavily visited space, Ai Weiwei was able to expose many folks to contemporary art, but
also activism. Through this installation, Ai Weiwei was able to reach a broad audience and
expose them to human rights leaders, struggles, and violations both past and present.8

#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

@Large, 2014

Ai Weiwei's Giant Paper Dragon, its eyes are the Twitter logo and its body
contain quotes from Mandela and Snowden.

"Refraction" , Ai Weiwei
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

"Remembering," 2009

In his installation piece, “Remembering,” Ai Weiwei addresses the 2008 Sichuan earthquake and
recognizes the lives that were lost in the natural disaster. The Chinese government had
complete control over the information that was shared to the Chinese public. The lack of
information and clarity provided by the Chinese government prompted Ai Weiwei to investigate
the tragedy and search for answers with the help of his team.
It was revealed that more than 80,000 people lost their lives in the earthquake. Many children
and students were victims of the earthquake due to the fact that their schools were not
properly constructed. These schools collapsed, resulting in the deaths of many children.
Corruption in the construction of these schools hold the Chinese government responsible for
the deaths of these children. Ai Weiwei’s “Remembering” is a simple, yet well-thought out,
installation on Haus der Kunst in Munich, Germany, comprised of 9,000 backpacks. Blue
backpacks set the background for the yellow, green, and red Mandarin characters that spell out:
“She had been living happily for seven years.” The words spelled by the backpack are those of a
victim’s mother. Ai Weiwei chose to write these words in Mandarin, although the piece was
displayed in Munich, Germany. Ai Weiwei stated that: “They didn’t understand the Chinese
writing, so it forced them to find out, to learn, to read about the show.”
Ai Weiwei drew inspiration from TOYS R US in his utilization of the colors blue, green, yellow,
and red. Through this installation, Weiwei contrasted childlike imagery with a heavy statement
from a grieving mother, to ask questions about whose voices are being heard, and what
tragedies and truths are being silenced. Through this, Weiwei has empowered those affected by
this tragedy.
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

"Remembering", 2009

photographs of missing children from the Sichuan Earthquake

damage from the 2008 earthquake
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

Activity
Activity
Ideas
Ideas
Many of Ai Weiwei's artworks surround current human rights issues.
Ai Weiwei uses symbolism to represent people, problems, and ideas. In
"Remembering," Ai Weiwei used backpacks to represent children who lost their
lives in the earthquake.
In this activity, you will be making origami hearts.
Beyond love or Valentine's day, what else can a heart represent?

What does it mean when hearts are repeated?
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

Activity
Activity
Ideas
Ideas
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei, China

Activity
Activity
Ideas
Ideas
Use this page to make your paper heart. Rip along the dotted line to make
your paper a square
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#GlobalArtivistSeries
Ai Weiwei

Activity
Quotes Ideas
Read the Ai Weiwei quotes below. Do
you agree or disagree?
Mark where you stand on the spectrum.

“Without freedom of speech
there is no modern world, just a
barbaric one.”

agree

disagree

“When you constrain freedom,
freedom will take flight and
land on a windowsill.”

“A name is the first and final
marker of individual rights, one
fixed part of the ever changing
human world. A name is the
disagree
agree
most basic characteristic of our
human rights: no matter how
“An artwork unable to make
poor or how rich: all living
people feel uncomfortable or
people have a name and it is
to feel different is not one
endowed with good wishes, the
worth creating. This is the
expectant blessings of kindness
difference between the artist
and blessings.”
and the fool.”

agree

disagree

agree
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Creating Choreography with Dances for Solidarity
Dances for Solidarity (DFS) is a project that co-creates dance with people who are incarcerated. We
typically work with artists through the mail, writing out and sharing dance movements created by
people inside and artists and activists on the outside. These movements are then incorporated into
performances and workshops that are shared with audiences, often performed by people who have
been incarcerated themselves. We aim to create an experience that urges audiences to see everyone
involved as a human and an artist, rather than focusing on their convictions.
Dance is a powerful tool for storytelling. Even if you have never created a dance before, you can
begin to learn through using some of the tools below.
In this example, we are going to start with a narrative idea and build movement based on that story.
Dushaan, an incarcerated choreographer with DFS, provides this narrative inspiration:
My vision is the process or struggle of rising up out of the darkness of fear and
ignorance to fully express the light within us but also maintaining the humility to
always return to where we came from for a period of refreshing and to lend a hand up
to those who are still stranded where we once were. The balance between ever
reaching for our highest ideal and never losing touch with our roots.
From this description, we know that he is going to begin describing movements that involve rising
up, reaching, and balancing.
1. Dushaan instructs the dancer to begin in a low position then perform the following
movements: Raise your torso until your back is straight, and raise your head to look up at
the sky. Raise arms straight up to sky then spread arms apart until they come down at your
sides.
2. Try to interpret this movement in your own way. There is no right or wrong way to do this,
and you can also adapt it to best fit your body. If getting into a low position on the floor does
not work for you, try sitting in a chair and perform the arm movements.
3. Once you have created a version of this movement that you like, try experimenting with the
size of it. What happens if you move it as large as you can? What happens if you try it much
smaller?
4. Let’s also experiment with the speed of the movement. Can you try it fast? Try it slow? Can
you perform the whole thing in 16 counts? 8 counts? 4 counts?
5. Decide on a size and speed for your version of this movement.
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6. Now it’s your turn to create a movement that happens next. Once your arms come down to
your sides, can you create 8 counts of movement that will happen next? Count out loud or in
your head from 1 to 8 to create a beat or metronome for yourself. Try to move or change
movements every 1 or 2 counts, ending with your final pose on count 8.
7. Once you have finalized your movement phrase, let’s write it down. Can you describe what
this movement looks like in enough detail that someone else could read it and interpret it
the way you did with Dushaan’s movements? Use the space below to write out your phrase.

8. See if you can combine these first two movements with the next steps of Dushaan’s
choreography:
a. Swing right arm behind you and up overhead and let hand smooth over the nape of
your neck and overhead, then back at the floor.
b. Repeat with left arm.
c. Raise torso until your back is straight, and raise your head to look up at the sky.
Raise arms straight up to sky then spread arms apart until they come down at your
sides.
d. Return to original starting position.
9. Perform this dance for yourself (or someone who can watch you at a safe distance) now and
anytime you need to find a moment of release.
10. Teach this dance to someone else, showing them the tools you used to create your own
choreography.
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Want to build more? Learn this phrase of Dushaan’s choreography:

1. I begin standing with my left foot planted flat, my right leg is crossed behind my left, and my
right foot is at a 90-degree angle with only the tips of my toes touching the floor. My right
arm is flat against my side and my left arm is curved over my head as if I’m forming a C. My
entire body is set in the form of an S.

2. TWIST: Keep left foot planted, turn left and swing the whole body 180 degrees while
bringing right leg around to plant beside the left leg while raising the right arm out in front
of me and left arm out behind me. Tilt head left.

3. Keep arms held out, turn 180 degrees, then let arms fall against the body (right in front, left
against the back), then let head fall until chin touches the chest. Stand on tip toes.

4. PIVOT: Turn 45 degrees to the right, look left, bring both arms in front of chest to form
praying hands and set feet flat.

5. Turn 45 degrees to left and look right while raising arms above head so that fingertips touch
and form an arrow pointing up, head lifts to look straight to the right.

6. DART: Arms push up and then out to each side of the body, and right foot steps forward as
head turns to face straight ahead.

7. Arms go to sides against body, left foot steps past right foot and head tilts to look up at the
ceiling.

8. PUSH: Stand up straight with both feet planted beside each other, arms raise front and shoot
out on front with hands out and palms forward, lower arms.

9. MELT: Squat and swing arms as if to gather something in. Lock arms around torso, lower
head until chin rests against chest.
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Adding on:
Notice there are some words in all caps. These will be prompts for your choreography.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Twist
Pivot
Dart
Push
Melt

Create a movement inspired by each of these words. It could be an individual movement or a
series of movements that go together. Play with size and speed like we did in the first exercise.
Now write your movements down, describing each phrase.
TWIST:

PIVOT:

DART:

PUSH:

MELT:

Now it’s time to put it all together. Can you create an arrangement of your movements and
Dushaan’s movements? Mix them up in any way you like.
Perform your new dance! You may also teach this one to someone else, creating new movements
and arrangements as you like.

Thank you for dancing with us!
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Writing Prompts Part 2:
1.

Short story: Intergalactic exchange of humans on earth and humans in a
different planet/utopia life. Set up the scene of what that life would look like.

2.

Journal: How are you treating your body these days? What is it telling you?
Write a sensory piece with five senses but also incorporate feeling.

3.

Essay: What would a radical neighborhood look like? Write about your own
version of utopia.

4.

Journal: List with all items stressing you out about past or future.

5.

Poem:  O
 ften, police officers patrolling particular neighborhoods are not
members of the communities they police and know nothing about the people
living there. When police officers or the U.S. military commit violence against
people, the media never fully represents their humanity. Write a poem in which
you introduce yourself in your own terms. Introduce your family, your friends,
your community. What are the things that the police (or the military, media,
politicians, etc.) should know about you, but would never think to ask? What
would it take for a cop to see you or someone you love as human? What, if
anything, would change if they viewed everyone they met this way?
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Insight Garden Program | 2081 Center Street, Berkeley CA, 94704
Hello!
For those of you who don’t know us, we are Insight Garden Program, a California based non-profit organization
offering in-prison programming with a mission to reconnect folks to self, community and the natural world.
Usually, we facilitate a weekly in-person class over the course of a year where we learn about environmental
science, and design, plant, and maintain gardens. We also meditate, practice effective communication, develop
leadership skills, prepare for re-entry, and tend to our “inner gardens.” Insight Garden Program operates at 10
prisons in California and a youth facility in Indiana. This past year we happily opened our program at Noble
Correctional Facility in Ohio.
Since the quarantine began in March, we have pivoted to a correspondence-based curriculum and we invite you all
to participate in this modified version of our program.
We know how hard it is to be incarcerated during this pandemic and we hope that you are finding means of
connection even without your usual classes, groups and visits. The quarantine has made us all feel isolated, but you
are not alone - we are thinking of you and sending wishes of health, strength, and care.
We hope that this packet provides opportunities for introspection and learning. We hope that reading and
responding to it is informative and fun. Please feel free to send us your thoughts, responses, and feedback at 2081
Center Street Berkeley CA 94704.
With the utmost appreciation and care,
The Insight Garden Program team

What’s In this Packet:
❏
❏
❏
❏

Cover Letter
Poem
Meditations
What is an Ecosystem?
❏ Reading
❏ Kelp Forest activity
❏ Community Mapping Exercise
❏ Giving you the Dirt on Soil
❏ Reading
❏ Crossword puzzle
❏ “What kind of soil am I?” activity
❏ Journal prompts
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The Rose That Grew from Concrete by Tupac Shakur
Did you hear about the rose that grew from a crack in the concrete?
Provin’ nature's laws wrong it learned how to walk without having feet
Funny it seems but, by keepin’ its dreams, it learned to breathe fresh air
Long live the rose that grew from concrete,
when no one else even cared

Meditations
This collection of meditations contains a different practice for every day of the week, because different meditations
work better for different people. There is no one size fits all! We invite you to try each one and see which ones
resonate, which lead you into a better feeling or a healthier day, which calm your mind if you are agitated or
energize you if you’re feeling low. We hope these give you strength and comfort as you move through each day.
Mindfulness is awareness, cultivated by paying attention in a sustained and particular way: on purpose, in the present
moment, and non-judgmentally. It is one way in which we engage in (1) systematically regulating our attention and
energy (2) influencing and possibly transforming the quality of our experience (3) realizing the full range of our
humanity and of our relationship to others and the natural world.
- Jon Kabat-Zinn
Daily Meditations:
Every Day: Check in with Your Body
When you begin any meditation, it is helpful to check in with your breath and posture. Once you have done these
preliminary steps, you can go on to the rest of the meditation.
1. Find a suitable posture. The traditional postures are sitting, standing, walking, or lying down. If you can,
find a comfortable sitting posture, spine straight or supported, hands relaxed, head up so your chest can
open. You can also try standing, especially if you are sleepy. Or you can meditate lying down, with your
knees bent and/or one arm bent like an L, with your hand pointing at the sky, so you don’t fall asleep. If
sitting, you may want to close your eyes; in any posture, you can simply find a place to rest your eyes, on
the floor, the ceiling, or the bunk above.
2. Take a couple of deep breaths. See if you can feel your breath circulating in your chest, in your belly. See if
you can follow your in breath from start to finish; notice the gap or change between in and out breath; and
then follow your out breath from start to finish.
3. Invite any tension you notice to soften and relax; bring kind attention to this tension.
Monday: Breath
This traditional meditation extends the check-in and gives a chance to observe the breath and settle the mind.
1. Check in with body and breath as above.
2. Breathe deeply, feeling each breath move into your lungs. Pause for a moment, then release that breath and
notice another. Breathing in, I know I’m breathing in, breathing out, I know I’m breathing out. You may
want to repeat this phrase as you breathe, acknowledging this simple, natural, continuous breath.
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3. As you feel your breath, this life-giving breath, move in and out of your lungs, settle into a natural rhythm.
Our breath breathes for us, no worry about the next one...it will come, without any effort on our part. Feel
how this works for a few breaths, noticing how your body knows when the next breath is due. Stay with
this sense of your breath as long as you like.
4. Thoughts will occur as you sit... The brain loves to think, and it will try to think every chance it gets.
Recognize thoughts with gentle acknowledgement, not judging yourself or worrying about these thoughts.
They are just thoughts. You may return to your breath whenever you notice a thought. Invite yourself to
breathe naturally for a few minutes, whatever length of time that is right for you, coming back to your
breath whenever thoughts arrive. Give yourself the gentle gift of practice, without self-judgement.
5. And now, as we conclude this meditation, let’s repeat these kind wishes for ourselves and all beings:
●

May I, and all beings, be safe and protected

●

May I, and all beings, be happy and at ease

●

May I, and all beings, be at peace

Tuesday: Loving-Kindness Meditation
We are all in need of kindness and nurturance. Loving-kindness meditation is a traditional way to ease fear, and it can
help us reduce feelings of anger. Traditionally, we begin by wishing for our own health, happiness, safety, and
well-being, then expand it out to others.
1. Check in with your body and breath as above.
2. After you have settled into your body, begin by setting an intention for your own well-being. Breathe into
your heart for a little bit, as you might breathe onto a spark to nourish a warm glow, and notice the feeling
of kindness to yourself—for your health, your happiness, your safety, your peace of mind. May your
goodness be nurtured and protected. You can repeat these kind affirmations “may I be healthy, may I be
happy, may I be safe, may I be peaceful” as often as you wish. If fears or resistance come up, invite them to
come into that warm glow of kindness.
3. And now bring into your heart someone who has nurtured you, perhaps a teacher, a coach, a close friend or
family member, for whom you feel immediate gratitude for the gifts or support they have given you. Bring
them into that wish for well-being, for their health, their happiness, their safety, their peace of mind. May
their goodness be nurtured and protected. Repeat kind affirmations for them as often as you wish.
4. And now bring into your heart someone who has given you gifts and challenges. This might be a family
member, a friend, a coworker, someone in the program with you. Bring them into that wish for well-being,
for their health, their happiness, their safety, their peace of mind. May their goodness be nurtured and
protected. Repeat kind affirmations for them as often as you wish.
5. And now, if you feel ready, bring into your heart someone who struggles and has perhaps made your life
difficult. This might be a friend or family member who has harmed you, a difficult person in your housing
unit, a political figure or anyone with whom you have difficulty. As you are able, bring them gently into that
wish for well-being, for their health, their happiness, their safety, their peace of mind. May their goodness
be nurtured and protected. And if any fears or resistance come up, you can again return to your own wish
for well-being, or let this person go.
6. And finally, allow your heart to expand, and bring in all people and all creatures great and small, near and
far, dwelling in the sea or on land or in the air. Bring all people and creatures into that wish for our
well-being, our health, our happiness, our safety, our peace of mind. May our goodness be nurtured and
protected, as we live together on this beautiful, complicated planet we all call home.
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Wednesday: Connecting with Place and Other Living Beings
1. Check in with your breath and body as above.
2. Breathing in a natural rhythm, visualize the spaces beyond where you are sitting. Imagine the space just
outside your building. Perhaps there is gravel or grass, cement sidewalks or asphalt, maybe a tree or
shrubs. Imagine what other beings are there: small beetles, lizards and frogs, even a snake or two. Stand
with these creatures, and breathe with them for a few breaths. Share the earth with them, imagining all
creatures as your sisters and brothers.
3. Continuing to breathe in a natural, easy rhythm, gently look up to discover what you may find there. Are
there clouds? Is there a breeze? What shade of blue is the sky? As you imagine yourself looking up, what
birds do you see? Is there a dragonfly close by? Maybe a fly or bee moves into your vision, and you can hear
them making their characteristic sounds.
4. Breathe for a minute or two, right along with all the other beings around you, feeling the expansive blue sky
above you and the solid earth that holds you. You are surrounded by living beings, and you are a living
being too, breathing alongside all others, everywhere. Breathe in this sense of expansion, and breathe out
any gratitude for this moment of connection and awareness. Breathing in, I am connected with all beings,
breathing out, I am grateful. If you like, repeat this phrase as you sit for a few minutes. Breathing in, I am
connected with all beings, breathing out, I am grateful.
Thursday: Body Scan
Checking in with all of your body can ground you and help you care for yourself physically by noticing what you need.
However, for some people, this can revive old, difficult emotions. If this meditation becomes difficult or painful, you can
move to a comfortable body part, or you can open your eyes, see where you are, and then change to the
loving-kindness meditation from Tuesday. But if this relaxes you enough to fall asleep, enjoy the nap!
1. Check in with your body and breath as above.
2. As you breathe in, bring your attention to the top of your head. On the in breath, notice any sensations you
feel at the crown of your head. If there is any tension there, you can invite it to relax on the out breath.
Breathe in and out here as long as it feels helpful.
3. Breathe in and bring your attention to your face. Notice any sensations in your forehead, around your eyes,
or in your jaw, and invite any tension to relax on the out breath. Breathe in and out here as long as it feels
helpful.
4. Breathe in and bring your attention to your neck and shoulders, and notice any sensations in your neck and
shoulders. Invite any tension to relax on the out breath. Breathe in and out here as long as it feels helpful.
5. Breathe in and bring your attention to your arms and hands, and notice any sensations in your arms and
hands. Invite any tension to relax on the out breath. Breathe in and out here as long as it feels helpful.
6. Breathe in and bring your attention to your chest, and notice any sensations in your chest. Invite any
tension to relax on the out breath. Breathe in and out here as long as it feels helpful.
7. Breathe in and bring your attention to your back, and notice any sensations in your back. Invite any tension
to relax on the out breath. Breathe in and out here as long as it feels helpful.
8. Breathe in and bring your attention to your legs and feet, and notice any sensations in your feet. Invite any
tension to relax on the out breath. Breathe in and out here as long as it feels helpful.
You can repeat this meditation as long as you like.
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Friday: Visualizing Our Garden
For some people, visualization is a good way to calm the mind and provide some enjoyment in a difficult time. This
meditation harnesses the power of imagination to create joy and ease.
1. Check in with your body and breath as above.
2. As your breath moves in and out of your body, imagine a breeze moving over and through a garden,
winding its way among stems, leaves and soil. Notice how the breeze creates movement and life in the
garden. This is your garden and you can bring any plants or beings into it that make you feel happy and
nurtured. What plants do you want to bring in? Are there trees? Flowers? What colors do you see? Are
there fruits, vegetables? Are there any creatures sharing the garden with you—birds, butterflies, bees,
animals, even people? Are there beautiful sounds or pleasant scents?
3. Walk around your garden for a little while. Explore it. If there are flowers, enjoy their colors and fragrances.
If there is food, give yourself a chance to taste it. Feel the sun and the breeze. If you see something that
needs tending—a plant that needs water or a weed that needs pulling—go ahead and tend your garden.
4. Find a place to sit or lie down. Look around this garden and relax in the beauty you have created.
5. And now, let the breeze wash over your body, and breathe in its cool nourishment, accepting it, and
yourself, just as you are.
Saturday: Wellness Affirmations
Affirmations can be a good way to remind yourself of your strength and your good intentions.
Check in with your breath and body as above. Then repeat these affirmations as long as they are helpful as you
breathe in and out.
1. I trust my body, and that my body is safe. Breathe…
2. I trust my immune system and it knows what to do. Breathe…
3. I take reasonable precautions and feel calm and safe while I am doing so. Breathe…
4. I hold the possibility that the world is healthy and safe for all beings. Breathe…
Sunday: Gratitude
Gratitude is a good practice for ending meditation or for ending the day. It gives us the chance to enjoy the goodness in
our life again by remembering it.
First, check in with your breath and body as above. Now, simply bring to mind anything you are grateful for,
anything that has nurtured you or helped you to feel or do better. Don’t forget gratitude to yourself, for
practicing good and healthy things!
Write your own meditation or affirmations - What ideas do you have about your breath, self-compassion, kindness,
gratitude or your personal health? Could you weave them into a few sentences that clarify how you feel, or how
you would like to feel? Think of it like poetry, or a journal entry. There is no wrong way to write down your ideas!

May you be peaceful, happy, and at ease.
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What is an Ecosystem?
“When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the universe.” - John Muir
ECO + SYSTEM (“home” + “system of relationships”)
The root of the word is eco, which means “home”. Ecosystem means all the relationships in a home - from
microorganisms, plants, animals and people to water, soil and air. An ecosystem can be very small or very large.
An Ecosystem is not just a catalogue of all the things that exist in a place; it is the complex relationships.
Everything in an ecosystem is interdependent, so if one part is altered or destroyed, it affects every other part.
Can you think of an example of an interdependent relationship in nature? In the garden?
Your Body as an Ecosystem
Your body is a great model of the Earth. The Earth is mostly salt water and so is your body. Your body is a living
system made up of interdependent systems (digestive, cardiovascular, endocrine, neurological etc.), and so is the
Earth. When you look at the body, you see one living person. When you look at the Earth, you see one planet. But
when you look closer, you realize that you are made up of living things that you can’t see when you look at the
whole body (or the whole earth) but are essential to your existence (or the earth’s existence). Did you know that
there are far more microbial cells than human cells on your body? The human body is not one organism, but a
living, breathing, walking ecosystem. The other organisms (like the bacteria in our gut and on our skin) who live
symbiotically with us (meaning they coexist in a way that is mutually beneficial), are essential to our survival.
Keystone Species: An organism that other species in an ecosystem depend on. If a keystone species is removed,
the ecosystem would look very different. Removal of a keystone species from a community can mean the
destruction of habitat or the extinction of certain species. It dramatically shifts the ecosystem in a new direction.
Example: Sea otters benefit the kelp forest by hunting and eating sea urchins - they are the gardeners of the kelp
forest. Sea urchin eat kelp which is an important habitat for other sea life. If the sea otter was removed from the
ecosystem, many other creatures that depend on the kelp forest would not survive.
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Kelp Forest Exercise: Take a close look at the picture and then answer the questions below. If you are able to
discuss the questions with a study buddy, that’s great! Otherwise you can write your thoughts in a notebook or
on this page.
1. What do you notice about this ecosystem? What words would you use to describe this ecosystem?
2. What are the relationships in this system? What words would you use to describe the relationships between
the different parts of the whole system?
3. What systems are nested within the kelp forest? What other systems is the kelp forest nested within
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Community Mapping Exercise:
Use the worksheet below OR draw your own on a blank page to create a web of your relationships and who you
are connected to. Fill in the circles to create a visual representation of your support and survival system.
Instructions:
In the center circle, write your name.
The second row of circles are your people in your “pod.” Write down the names of those who offer you support
and write what supports they provide. Then ask those people what they need from you to be in their pod, or let
them know what you can offer.
The circles with the dotted lines are people who are “movable.” They could be moved into your “pod” if you have
some conversations and build stronger relationships. Write down the names of anyone who fits in this category.
The larger, outer circles are bigger community groups/networks/organizations etc. that are resources for you.
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Giving You the Dirt on Soil
Earlier in this packet, we explored the definition of an ecosystem and how healthy communities function in nature.
In this packet, we will expand on those concepts and how they relate to the life-giving soil and the agricultural
systems that feed us.
The foundation of a healthy ecosystem is healthy soil. And as we cultivate living ecosystems in our gardens, we
want to build rich, nutrient dense soil. Soil is complex - its own mini-ecosystem. In a handful of soil there are
billions of microorganisms including viruses, fungi and bacteria (often called organic matter). These organisms are
small but mighty and play a huge role in determining the health of the greater environment.
Why is Soil Important?
●

Supports and stabilizes plant root
systems

●

Filters and stores water - allows
water to replenish aquifers

●

Sequesters carbon from the
atmosphere (takes greenhouse gas
out of the air and stores it in the
ground)

●

Provides habitat for important
bacteria, fungi, insects and animals

●

Recycles waste into nutrients
through decomposition

●

Provides nutrients for plants and
nutrients for us! (Depleted soil = food
lacking in nutrients = less
nourishment for people)

What is Humus? (pronounced: hyoo·muhs - not like the middle eastern chickpea dip) Humus is the organic component
of soil, formed by the decomposition of leaves and other plant material by soil microorganisms. This is the rich,
dark, nutrient-dense part of the soil that is essential for growing healthy plants. This is where you find earthworms
and beneficial bacteria breaking down waste and turning it into fertile soil that is ripe for new growth. Humus is
earth’s naturally occurring compost.
What does soil have to do with global warming? Aside from providing food and nourishment, soil plays a huge
role in fighting climate change. A carbon sink is any natural reservoir that absorbs more carbon (CO2) than it
releases. The rainforest for example, intakes lots of CO2 and releases the oxygen that we breathe. This type of large
carbon sink is essential for keeping our climate in balance. Wildfires, deforestation and anything else that cuts
down trees, releases tons of carbon into the atmosphere and contributes to global warming.
The soil is one of the largest carbon sinks on the planet! Microorganisms in topsoil pull lots of carbon out of the
atmosphere. But when the soil is eroded, or baked in the sun to the point of becoming completely dry and
compacted, all that carbon is released into the air. Studies estimate that global croplands, with better soil
management, could harvest 1.85 gigatons of CO2 out
of the atmosphere - that’s as much as the entire transportation

sector!
Soil can be used as a tool to fight climate change! Some specific ways to build and protect soil are: composting,
avoiding pesticides, and growing perennial crops. We will dive deeper into these strategies in Arc 2.
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Soil Definitions Crossword Puzzle:
Fill out the crossword with soil-related vocabulary words (clues are in this reading packet!)
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Answer Key:
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What kind of soil are you?
In a garden there is nothing more sacred or revered than healthy soil. The soil is like black gold. It is where both life
and death continuously cycle. Building a healthy life, just like cultivating healthy soil, is an ongoing process. But
first you must know your soil type (yourself) and then work at balancing what it is you need or require at different
times, to grow a rich and abundant life.
Apply these soil qualities to your: Personality, thinking, attitude, actions, character, behavior, spirit.
(see back of this page for example)
Soil Types

Sand

Silt

Loam

Clay
Amendments
Vermiculite

Perlite

Compost

Peat Moss

Description

How am I this way? Metaphorically

Needs

Coarse, large granules
Permeability (roots can
grow through it easily)
Doesn’t hold water or
nutrients well

Organic Matter
(Compost)

Finer than sand, gritty,
makes mud, left after
floods

Sand & Organic
matter
(Compost)

Porous, it lets just the
right amount of water
flow through it, very
nutrient rich, fluffy
Ideal
Dense, difficult and
challenging, slow to
drain, hold nutrients
well, quick to harden,
thick, gummy, sticky,
heavy
Descriptions
Absorbs
light weight
expands
Loose
light
holds spaces
crunchy
Nutritious
Looks like soil
Decomposing matter
Transforming
Hold moisture
Light when dry
Flammable
By product of moss

Well Balanced,
Occasionally top
dress with
compost

Sand, Compost

Life Improvement Metaphors

Soil Uses
Increases
moisture

Drainage

Fertilizer, food
for the soil

Increase
moisture
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For Example:
Clay

Dense, difficult and
challenging, slow to drain,
hold nutrients well, quick to
harden...

Hard to deal with, difficult to get along with, takes
time to get to know, defensive, holds grudges. “I tend to
put up walls and barriers.” Has a strong personality,
loves hard, not always easy to understand. Comes with
many heavy issues that are deep and complex.

Sand, Compost

Vermiculite

Absorbs
light weight
expands

Listener, takes things in, but knows how to let
things go, lifetime learner, learn from all situations,
acceptance

Increases
moisture

Journaling Questions:
After reading this packet, take time to reflect on and write about any or all of the questions below.
1. In the middle of uncertain times how do you stay rooted in your values, self, and what is important?
2. What helps to calm you when you are anxious? If you were to imagine a phrase that is calming, what would
it be?
3. If you were to visualize a garden or a spot in nature that is calming or a safe place what would it look like?
4. What’s something you can do right now that would express joy, humor, fun, or lightness?
5. Write about a time you felt connected to or in awe of nature (it could be at a garden, the beach, looking at a
flower, a plant, a tree, a river, anything.) What did it feel like to experience wonder, adoration, connection?
6. What does the word home mean to you?
7. What is the main type of soil you most identify with and why? How has that changed over time? What do
you need amended or added to your life soil right now?
8. Barbara Kingsolver said: “Recall that whatever lofty things you might accomplish today, you will do them
only because you first ate something that grew out of dirt.” What do you make of this quote? Have you ever
thought about dirt like this before? What significance does soil hold for you?
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Writing Prompts Part 3:
1.

Essay: It’s 2022. Create an imaginary indoor city where there’s only 500 people
left on the earth that haven’t been touched by Corona. - What goes on? What
does it look like?

2.

Speech: Write a speech to your local government official informing him how
they should take leadership during this time.

3.

Poem: What is stressing you out? What does that ‘stress’ look like if it could be
an actual object? Write a descriptive poem without using the word for
stress/emotions. (i.e. don’t use “mad” “stressed” “overwhelmed” etc.)

4.

Short story: What would it look like if climate change happened overnight? How
would terrain change? If the midwest became a desert? Write an apocalyptic
fiction/nonfiction piece.

5.

Essay: What is whiteness? Essay based response

6.

Journal: Write about gratitude and abundance.
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Prison Arts Collective envisions a safer, healthier society where
everyone has access to the arts to promote wellbeing and
empowerment.

Volcanoes

Themes:
Destruction & Creation

Prison Arts Collective
is pleased to present
this interactive guide
to the Warbler in
collaboration with the
Alabama Prison Arts
+ Education Project.

Safe
Space

In

our yoga
classes, we often
end by saying, 
Namaste, or “the
light in me greets
the light in you.”
In all our classes,
we aim to create
a space where
everyone can feel
welcomed and is
comfortable to be
creative.

Danny with his crew casting lava directly from a flow on Volcano Pacaya, Guatemala. 2010.
Image credit: DannyOsborne.com

Is

there
		
something you
can do today to
help another
person in your
community feel
seen? How might
you recognize
and express your
unique light?

Art History/
Visual Culture
As we have seen
through this
week’s newsletter,
volcanic eruptions
can cause
destruction,
but also lead to
creation.

Check out artist
Danny Osborne
who creates lava
casted sculptures
by gathering lava
from sources
around the
world.
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sculptures

D

Three pith helmets, cast lava, each 22.5 x 25 x 30cms. 2015. Image credit: DannyOsborne.com

anny Osborne is an English
artist (born 1949), but travels the
world to collect and experiment
with materials for his artwork. His
most well known work is the Oscar
Wilde Monument located in Dublin,
Ireland in which Osborne used a
variety of semi precious stones to
create a life size sculpture of the
famed poet.

Much of Osborne's work features
materials that are pulled directly
from the Earth including lava. He
is believed to be the first artist to
harness this dangerous material in
order to create works of art.
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Creative Practice
Below are two prompts for art activities that are inspired by the topics in this week’s newsletter.
Choose an art project to complete, or even do both, all you need is a pencil or pen!

If you were able to create a sculpture using lava, what would you want to make? Create a drawing
of what you imagine this sculpture would look like.

Abstract art represents that which might not be contained in concrete words or images. Can you
make an abstract image that captures the power of a volcano?
prisonartscollective.com
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Reflection
Take some time to reflect on what you learned and how you feel by writing responses to the
following questions.

1. What was something that you knew about volcanoes before reading this newsletter and what was
something new that you learned?

2. Can you share your thoughts on Osborne’s art? How do you think the volcanic rocks add
meaning to his sculptures?
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I Come From A Place So Deep
Inside America It Can’t Be Seen
White oaks thrash, moonlight drifts
the ceiling, as if I’m under water.
Propane coils, warms my bones.
Gone are the magics and songs,
all the things our grandmothers buried–
piles of feathers and angel bones,
inscribed by all who came before.
When I was twelve, my cousins
called me ugly, enough to make it last.
Tonight a celebrity on Oprah
imagines a future where features
can be removed and replaced
on a whim. A moth presses wings
thin as paper against my window,
more beautiful than I could ever be.
Ryegrass raise seedy heads
beyond the bull thistle and preen.
Everything alive aches for more.
©2020 Kari Gunter-Seymour,
2020 Ohio Poet Laureate
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Color the doodle, or add your own!
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Writing Prompts Part 4:
1.

Short story: What does your form of protest look like? What is sustainable and
consistent? Write a fiction story with a superhero (resembling yourself).

2.

Essay: Write from the perspective of an animal or plant - What is going on for
you during this time of healing and less human interactions? How do you feel?

3.

Song: Write a song that you would sing for your lonely neighbor.

4.

Poem: What would it be like to live during this time during the bubonic plague?
Write a poem with descriptive adjectives you don’t usually use.

5.

Journal: Write journal entry with 10 reasons you’re grateful.
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